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Abstract: In the topic analysis Bag of word is important technique. The important words present in a document, either represents a fact or sentiment related to the topic. The fact represents the objective labels and sentiment represents the subjective labels. The meaning of word varies with respect to the topic. Every word in a document does not have equal degree to represent a topic. The subjective and/or objective degree of a discriminative word varies with respect to the topic. The system extracts bag of discriminative words from a document based on objective and subjective selection of variables. The LDA and regression techniques are used to filter the discriminative words in a document. Based on objective and subjective analysis recommendations are generated by analyzing subjective score with respect to the user query.
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1. INTRODUCTION:

In data mining, information retrieval is a key task. Bag of words technique is used to extract information from a large text document's contents. The words representing the text document are the frequent words exist in a document. This is an orderless collection of different words. This bag of words technique is used in document classification technique.

In information retrieval, topic modeling is again an emerging branch. It extracts hidden semantic structure in a text document. In topic modeling, one or more topics present in a document are extracted. The topic modeling technique uses bag of words technique to model topic specific words.

The two most important techniques in topic modeling are: probabilistic latent semantic analysis – PLSA and latent Dirichlet allocation – LDA. The PLSA technique extracts the hidden semantics from data using different words. This technique projects the documents in low dimensional space with the help of words representing latent topic. Every word has multinomial distribution over a fixed vocabulary. It uses probabilistic generative process. The LDA technique inherits the properties of PLSA and applies an extra generative process. LDA defines the topic proportion covered by each document. LDA has the ability to process multiple documents.

The words present in a document are either represents a fact or sentiment related to the fact. Fact represents the objective and sentiment represents the subjective label of a document. The word has different meaning in different context of topic for example the word: ‘order Hemiptera’ represents a objective information in biology. The ‘order Hemiptera’ is a kind of insects. But in case of software domain the same word has a meaning bug and represents a subjective description. The subjective description contains the negative feedback of objective software.

Better analysis of a document can be performed with the help of subjective and objective discriminative power of words. The system uses discriminatively objective-subjective LDA to generates the bag-of-discriminative words –
BoDW. With the help of objective and subjective representation of a document recommendations are generated for
user with respect to the query.

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE:

The supervised LDA[2] model is the traditional topic modeling technique. It is a supervised extension of tradition latent dirichlet allocation.

SLDA model can be merged with generalized linear model[3] to generate various types of results such as multiclass label generation, real, discrete and non-negative values for labels. Using generalized linear model a multiclass SLDA model is proposed.

TLDA[4] is another technique based on the SLDA technique used to bridge the gap between language present in multiple document. TLDA model uses a binary notation for a word to represent the word is technical or not. This technique uses cosine regression model.

To identify the subjective and objective sense of a document Mei et al. [5] proposes a new technique to model multiple topics in documents along with the sentiments. This technique is called as topic sentiment mixture.

I. Titov and R. McDonald[6] proposes a new technique that finds the sentiment words related to each topic. This technique is called as Multi-grain LDA.

The techniques[5][6] are unsupervised techniques and these techniques represents topic as well as sentiment in a document. These models are not predictive like traditional SLDA model.

The joint sentiment topic -JSTmodel and revised version of JST[7] : R-JST[8] are two techniques designed to identify sentiments in a given topic. These techniques extract the sentimental polarities for every word in a document.

All the SLDA based technique and SLDA model are used for classification and regression. But SLDA technique is not capable to identify both object and sentiment identification at a time.

The LDA model with visual feature extraction technique is also implemented for multimedia data analysis. Gaussian-multinomial LDA (GM-LDA) technique[9] is used to analyze images and its annotations. Each image is a collection of multiple topics.

dosLDA[1] technique is used to extracts subjective and objective labels from multiple topic documents. This technique uses LDA as well as regression model.

Microblog recommendations are generated using Latent Dirichlet Allocation topic model[10]. Microblog is a browser based platform. User uses this platform for data communication and sharing. Based on the user interest recommendations are generated to the user using LDA technique.

3. Analysis and Problem Formulation

For a collection of documents, retrieve a vocabulary of size V. Extract one objective label for each document and extract one subjective label. The subjective label value is binary i.e. positive or negative. Based on the objective information and subjective analysis of collection of a documents a recommendation need to be generated based on the user preferences.

4. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

As compared to the previous system, The proposed system generates recommendation along with review analysis. The system is divided in 5 modules:
Following fig. 1 shows the system architecture.

**Fig -1: System Architecture**

### 4.1 Define Constants
For execution of latent dirichlet allocation and bernoulli distribution the constants are required. These constants are evaluated using expectation-maximization.

Expectation-maximization EM technique is a statistical technique. It is used to find parameter values from an equation which can not be solved directly. This technique find maximum likelihood. This is an iterative process where expectation and maximization are calculated in each iteration.

### 4.2 Latent Dirichlet Allocation-LDA
Latent Dirichlet allocation model find the topic proportion of a document by analyzing the document content. The input dataset contains mixture of various topics. A single document can cover one or more topics. The LDA technique assigns one or more topic to the document by analyzing its content.

### 4.3 Multinomial Distribution
In Multinomial distribution topic distribution in a single document and word distribution among multiple topics are evaluated. The Multinomial distribution provides the probability of word belong to the topic and also the topic probability of a document.

### 4.4 Regression
The objective labels and subjective labels are extracted from high probable words found in Multinomial distribution process. To check whether the word is discriminative or not, a regression process is used. A binary selector model is used to assign words to identify objective labels and subjective labels.

### 4.5 Recommendation
Based On the objective label and its subjective analysis, the recommendation result can be generated. User fire a query related to specific objective i.e. product. Based on the average total subjective score the products are recommended to the user in a sorted manner.
5. ALGORITHM:
5.1 dosLDA Algorithm
Input: D: Dataset
Output:
OL: Objective label
SL: Subjective Label
Processing:
1. Calculate bernoull and dirichlet constants using expectation-maximization
2. Calculate topic proportions using latent dirichlet allocation
3. sample each topic assignment using multinomial distribution among topics
4. sample each word using using multinomial distribution among words
5. sample each binary selector in terms of objective power using bernoulli distribution
6. sample each binary selector in terms of subjective power using bernoulli distribution
7. OL: draw objective label using logistic regression
8. SL: draw subjective label using logistic regression

5.2 Rec_DOS LDA Algorithm
Input: User Query
Output: Recommended product list
Processing:
1. Apply dosLDA Algorithm
2. Match objective label with user query
3. Match subjective label with user query
4. Calculate Positive and negative product score with matched label score
5. Calculate average score
6. Arrange products in descending order
7. Generate recommendation list

6. MATHEMATICAL Model:
The system S can be defined as:
S = {I, O, F}
I={I1,I2}, set of user input
I1= Text dataset
I2 = User Query
O={O1,O2,O3,O4}, set of output
O1= Objective Label
O2= Subjective Label
O3 = Word Vocabulary
O4 = Recommendation List
F={F1,F2,F3,F4,F5,F6,F7,F8,F9} Set of functions
F1 = Data preprocessing
F2 = expectation-maximization
F3 = latent dirichlet allocation
F4 = multinomial distribution among topics
F5 = multinomial distribution among words
F6 = bernoulli distribution
F7 = Objective label identification
F8 = Subjective label identification
F9 = recommendation Generation

7. IMPLEMENTATION
7.1 Experimental Setup:
The system is implemented in java using jdk.17 on windows system with 8 gb ram and i5 processor.

7.2 Dataset:
Text dataset[10]: The text dataset is a multi-domain text dataset along with the sentiment representation. This dataset contains reviews of multiple products present on amazon.com

7.3 Performance Measures:
1. **Accuracy of modeling:** The objective and subjective labels are analyzed based on precision and recall. The true positive and false negative labels are identified to evaluate the accuracy of the system.
2. **Accuracy of recommendation:** Based on the user query, the generated recommendations are analyzed using precision and recall.
3. **Time:** The time of execution is evaluated for topic modeling and recommendation generation.

8. RESULTS:

The Multi domain Text dataset contains 4 type of products: dvd, book, electronics, kitchen and house wares. The review of each type is mentioned in xml document. The dataset is pre-labeled dataset with positive and negative labels. The labels are not used for processing. These labels are useful to evaluate the system accuracy.

For data preprocessing, XML is parsed and reviews text are extracted. The extracted text is then processed using stemmer and stopword algorithm. The word frequency is calculated and words with least occurrence i.e. exist less than 10 times are removed from the data. The remaining words are treated as a vocabulary.

Based on the vocabulary, the review are classified. The processing time for review classification and subjective labeling and objective label analysis is calculated. 100 reviews from positive list and 100 reviews from negative list are tested and subjective label count is extracted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>No. Comments</th>
<th>Of Subjective labels for Positive reviews</th>
<th>Subjective labels for Negative reviews</th>
<th>Execution Time (in sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Book</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>899.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dvd</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>937.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>912.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchen &amp; Housewares</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>914.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following graph represents the performance evaluation for dataset reviews processing.

**Chart -1: Performance Evaluation**

Following graph represents the number of subjective labels retrieved from the positive and negative review dataset.
Based on the precision and recall values f-measure is calculated for Review analysis and recommendation generation process. Based on the review analysis product is recommended to the user. Based on the review analysis weight vector for each product is generated. This weight vector includes the positive and negative review analysis score for each product.

**Table -2: F-measure Analysis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Review Analysis</th>
<th>Recommendation Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Book</td>
<td>0.749</td>
<td>0.864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dvd</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td>0.877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics</td>
<td>0.772</td>
<td>0.871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchen &amp; Housewares</td>
<td>0.799</td>
<td>0.904</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following graph represents the f-measure score for review analysis and recommendation generation process tested for 100 reviews and queries.

9. CONCLUSIONS

The proposed system uses supervised topic model dos-LDA to analyze text documents. After analysis, system extracts discriminative bag of words having subjective and objective sense. The system generates one objective and
one subjective label for each document. The document analysis result helps to generate recommendation as per the user preferences. The subjective analysis of a document is used to generate multiple recommendations to the user. In future system can be extended for multimedia content analysis using visual features and text annotations using dos-LDA.
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